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Validation of a Targeted RNA Sequencing Assay
for Kinase Fusion Detection in Solid Tumors
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Kinase gene fusions are important drivers of oncogenic transformation and can be inhibited with
targeted therapies. Clinical grade diagnostics using RNA sequencing to detect gene rearrangements in
solid tumors are limited, and the few that are available require prior knowledge of fusion break points.
To address this, we have analytically validated a targeted RNA sequencing assay (OSU-SpARKFuse) for
fusion detection that interrogates complete transcripts from 93 kinase and transcription factor genes.
From a total of 74 positive and 36 negative control samples, OSU-SpARKFuse had 93.3% sensitivity and
100% specificity for fusion detection. Assessment of repeatability and reproducibility revealed 96.3%
and 94.4% concordance between intrarun and interrun technical replicates, respectively. Application of
this assay on prospective patient samples uncovered OLFM4 as a novel RET fusion partner in a small-
bowel cancer and led to the discovery of a KLK2-FGFR2 fusion in a patient with prostate cancer who
subsequently underwent treatment with a panefibroblast growth factor receptor inhibitor. Beyond
fusion detection, OSU-SpARKFuse has built-in capabilities for discovery research, including gene
expression analysis, detection of single-nucleotide variants, and identification of alternative splicing
events. (J Mol Diagn 2017, 19: 682e696; http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmoldx.2017.05.006)
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The cancer-driving chromosomal rearrangement BCR-ABL1
was initially described >50 years ago in chronic myeloid
leukemia.1,2 Since that time, technological advancements
have enabled the discovery of gene fusions in many solid
tumors, including carcinomas of the thyroid, salivary gland,
prostate, lung, breast, head and neck, brain, skin, gastroin-
testinal tract, and kidney.3 In particular, the advent of next-
generation sequencing (NGS) has radically changed the
landscape of gene fusions in cancer, with 90% of the nearly
10,000 gene fusions that have been reported being identified
by sequencing approaches.4 Methods using both DNA
sequencing (DNAseq) and RNA sequencing (RNAseq) have
been used to identify rearrangements in tumor specimens;
however, DNA approaches do not distinguish expressed gene
fusions likely representing driver events from nonexpressed
passenger fusion events.5e7 Therefore, RNAseq data have
been extensively used to identify chimeric transcripts in
diverse solid tumors.8,9 Examination of transcriptome data
stigative Pathology and the Association for M
from 4300 primary tumor samples representing 13 tumor
types in the Cancer Genome Atlas revealed in-frame protein
kinase fusions to be present in>7% of samples.9 Importantly,
druggable kinase fusions that involve ALK, ROS1, RET,
NTRKs, andFGFRs were detected at a frequency of 1% to 9%
in individual cancer types examined.
Despite its broad potential, whole transcriptome

sequencing is not ideal for routine clinical grade testing for
olecular Pathology. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Clinical RNAseq for Fusion Detection
individual patients because of the massive scale, cost, and
prolonged turnaround times. Several research groups have
used a targeted approach, similar to whole exome capture, to
focus on genes of interest in the transcriptome. An initial
study using the leukemia cell line K-562 found successful
enrichment of select cancer-related transcripts using com-
plementary oligonucleotide probes, including a significant
increase in the number of sequenced reads identifying the
BCR-ABL1 kinase fusion.10 Subsequent commercial and
research grade applications have been developed, including
a capture kit to sequence the human RNA kinome,
sequencing of noncoding RNAs, and whole exome capture
of the transcriptome.11e14 Although targeted RNAseq is a
valuable research tool, this method has not yet been applied
for clinical grade testing in solid tumor specimens. Several
groups have used other RNAseq strategies to detect gene
rearrangements in clinical tumor specimens; however, these
methods are limited by a need for prior knowledge of fusion
break points and directionality.15,16 Recently, a targeted
capture method using both DNAseq and RNAseq was
validated for identification of base substitutions, copy
number alterations (CNAs), and genomic rearrangements,
however this assay has limited utility as it is currently only
available for use on samples derived from hematological
malignancies.17 Clinical reporting of gene fusions in solid
tumors is paramount to patient care because rearrangements
that involve ALK and RET are proven targets for therapy in
nonesmall-cell lung cancer.18e21 In addition, RET, NTRK1,
and BRAF rearrangements have been successfully targeted
in the clinic and are therefore viable targets in patients with
appropriate molecular profiles.22e24

We describe the analytic validation of a targeted RNAseq
assay to detect gene fusions that involve 93 kinase and tran-
scription factor (TF) genes in solid tumor specimens performed
in our Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendmentse
certified laboratory. A cohort of 110 positive and negative
control samples was used for determining assay sensitivity and
specificity. We generated serial dilutions of positive control
cell lines that contained nine unique gene fusions to examine
detection limits for the assay and also to assess intrarun
repeatability and interrun reproducibility. Application of the
assay on 95 prospective patient specimens revealed novel
fusion partners for both RET and FGFR2 and additionally
identified a well-characterized resistance mutation in a patient
with leukemia and aMET exon skipping event in a lung cancer
sample. Implementation of targeted RNAseq in clinical labo-
ratories will help expand the knowledge base of gene fusions
in solid tumors and has the potential to directly affect patient
care by detecting therapeutically actionable targets.

Materials and Methods

Probe Design

For our 93 target kinase/TF genes (Supplemental Table S1),
all reference sequence (RefSeq) transcripts were identified
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using the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC)
Genome Browser. Nonoverlapping 50biotinylated 120-mer
probes were designed for each RefSeq transcript and were
allowed to cross exon-exon junctions. For exons <120 bp,
an additional probe was designed that was centered over the
exon and extended into adjacent intronic regions. Probes
that covered the same positions and splice junctions were
removed using custom scripts; however, two pairs of
duplicate probes were inadvertently included in the final
design. A total of 3143 probes were selected for the kinase
genes and TFs. An additional 149 nonoverlapping probes
were designed to target four 5000-bp genomic regions
(chr2:176550000-176555000, chr3:83270000-83275000,
chr6:99275000-99280000, and chr12:28125000-28130000)
to assess DNA contamination. These regions were
selected based on high complexity and lack of gaps in the
reference sequence. Probes that overlapped with low
complexity regions (as defined by RepeatMasker) were
removed from the final design. Ten control transcripts from
the External RNA Controls Consortium (ERCC) were tar-
geted with a total of 73 nonoverlapping probes. Nine
housekeeping genes were selected based on their relative
abundance in 14 Cancer Genome Atlas RNAseq data sets,
representing a variety of cancer types. The selected control
genes had similar expression rates as targeted kinase genes.
Nonoverlapping 120mer probes were selected as described
above, with additional probes added for exons <120 bp. In
all, 157 probes were selected for the nine control genes. To
assess the overall specificity of our probe design, we per-
formed a BLAST search against the human transcriptome.
Most probes (3212 of 3522) had only one result. Of the
remaining 310 probes, 222 are control probes intended to
target genomic DNA or ERCC sequences not present in the
human transcriptome. A total of 88 probes that targeted
kinase/TF genes had off-target binding sites within the
transcriptome; however, these probes were included with
the understanding that some minimal off-target capture
might occur. A list of all probe sequences can be found in
Supplemental Table S2.

RNA Extraction and Quality Control Assessment

RNA was extracted from cell lines and fresh-frozen tissues
using the miRNeasy Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) per the man-
ufacturer’s protocol. RNA was extracted from formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues using themiRNAeasy FFPE
kit (Qiagen). Sample quality was assessed using the NanoDrop
spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA)
and TapeStation 2200 (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA).

rRNA Depletion, cDNA Synthesis, Library Preparation
and Amplification, Targeted Capture, and Illumina
Sequencing

Ambion ERCC Spike-In Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
was added to total RNA (250 ng). Ribo-Zero (Illumina, San
683
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Diego, CA) rRNA depletion was performed followed by
chemical fragmentation, cDNA synthesis, A-tailing, and
ligation of unique sequencing indexes using Illumina Tru-
Seq Stranded Total RNA Library Kit. Fresh-frozen tissue
and cell line RNA was fragmented for 8 minutes. All FFPE
RNA and degraded RNA with a percentage of RNA
fragments >200 nucleotides (DV200) �30% skipped frag-
mentation and proceeded to first strand cDNA synthesis.
Adapter ligated cDNA was then PCR amplified for a total of
15 cycles. Libraries were quantitated using Qubit dsDNA
HS Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and quality assessed with
TapeStation 2200 (Agilent) as per the manufacturer’s pro-
tocol. Four libraries were then pooled at 125 ng each for a
total of 500 ng. Cot-1 DNA (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO), universal blocking oligonucleotides (IDT, Coralville,
IA), and adapter-specific blocking oligonucleotides (IDT)
were added to the pooled libraries and dried in a SpeedVac.
The dried mixture was then resuspended in NimbleGen 2�
Hybridization Buffer and Hybridization Component A
(Roche, Madison, WI) as per IDT xGen Lockdown Probes
Protocol (IDT) and hybridized for 16 to 18 hours with OSU-
SpARKFuse custom probes (IDT). Streptavidin DynaBeads
(Invitrogen) were used for capture and wash was performed
using NimbleGen Hybridization and Wash Kit (Roche).
Final hybridized product was amplified using KAPA Hifi
HotStart Ready Mix (KAPA Biosystems, Wilmington, MA)
and Illumina sequencing primers (Sigma-Aldrich) for a total
of 12 cycles. Final library quantification was performed
using Qubit dsDNA HS kit (Life Technologies) and
TapeStation 2200 (Agilent). Paired-end 2 � 100-bp
sequencing was performed on the Illumina MiSeq
Desktop Sequencer using the MiSeq Reagent 300-cycle Kit
v2. In brief, pooled captured libraries were denatured,
diluted to 10 to 20 pmol/L and loaded on a flow cell.

Cell Culture

H2228 (CRL-3935; ATCC, Manassas, VA), HCC-78 (ACC
563; Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of Microor-
ganisms and Cell Cultures, Braunschweig, Germany), lym-
phoblastoid cell lines (Coriell, Camden, NJ; generously
donated by Dr. Michael Snyder, Stanford University, Palo
Alto, CA), MEG-01 (CRl-2021; ATCC), and EOL-1
(ACC386; DSMZ) were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium
(Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 2
mmol/L L-glutamine (Sigma-Aldrich) and 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS) (Sigma-Aldrich). NALM-1 (DSMZ) was
cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 2 mmol/L
L-glutamine and 15% FBS. KG1a (CCl-243; ATCC), HL60
(CCL-240; ATCC), and K-562 (CCL-243; ATCC) were
cultured in Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium (Sigma-
Aldrich) supplemented with 20% and 10% FBS, respectively.
HEK-293FT (R700-07; Thermo Fisher Scientific) was
cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Sigma-
Aldrich) supplemented with 0.1 mmol/L MEM Non-Essential
Amino Acids (NEAA) (Sigma Aldrich), 6 mmol/L
684
L-glutamine, 1 mmol/L MEM Sodium Pyruvate (Life Tech-
nologies), and 10% FBS. SW780 (ATCC, CRL-2169) was
cultured in Leibovitz’s L-15 Medium (Sigma Aldrich) with
10% FBS. SUP-B15 (ATCC, CRL-1929) was cultured in
Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium containing 4 mmol/L L-
glutamine and 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate (Sigma Aldrich)
and supplemented with 80% 0.05 mmol/L 2-mercaptoethanol
(Sigma Aldrich), and 20% FBS. LC-2 (RIKEN BioResource
Center, Japan, RCB0440) was cultured in a 1:1 mixture of
RPMI 1640 and HAMS F12 (Cellgro, Manassas, VA) sup-
plemented with 25 mmol/L HEPES (Sigma Aldrich) and 15%
FBS. RT4 (ATCC, HTB-2) was cultured in McCoy’s 5a
Medium with 10% FBS. VCaP (ATCC, CRl-2876) was
cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium with 10%
FBS and 50 mg of Normacin (InvivoGen, San Diego, CA).
TC-71 cells were kindly gifted by Dr. Beth Lawlor (University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI) and cultured with RPMI 1640
medium supplemented with 5 mmol/L L-glutamine and 10%
FBS. All cells were cultured at 37�C and 5% CO2. Fusion-
containing cell lines were authenticated based on the pres-
ence of previously described unique fusions.25,26 HapMap
cell lines were internally authenticated by comparing single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array data (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/hapmap/genotypes/2010-08_phaseIIþIII/forward) to
in houseederived SNP data from custom exon sequencing,
with the exception of GM12978 for which no SNP array
data were available.
HEK293 FT Cell Transfection

Eighteen pLVX-IRES-Puro vectors that expressed different
gene fusions were kindly supplied by ARIAD Pharmaceu-
ticals (Cambridge, MA) (Supplemental Table S2).
HEK293FT cells were plated 24 hours before transfection at
a density of 105 cells per well in a 6-well clear bottom tissue
culture plate (Corning, Corning, NY) in complete growth
medium supplemented with 10% FBS. Plasmid DNA
(2.5 mg) was added to 250 mL of Opti-MEM1 (Invitrogen)
then mixed with 7.5 mL of TransIT-LT1 Reagent (Mirus,
Madison, WI). The TransIT LT/DNA complex was added to
cells and incubated for 48 hours at 37�C, 5% CO2. Cells
were then collected, and RNA extraction was performed.
RT-PCR, Sanger Sequencing, and FISH

cDNA was synthesized using qScript cDNA SuperMix
(Quanta Biosciences, Gaithersburg, MD) from 1 mg of total
RNA. cDNA was PCR amplified with fusion specific
primers (IDT). RefSeq accession numbers for transcripts
involved in the indicated fusions can be found at https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq. Amplified product was
purified with PureLink PCR purification kit (Invitrogen)
and sequenced at The Ohio State University
Comprehensive Cancer Center Genomics Shared Resource
(Columbus, OH).
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Clinical RNAseq for Fusion Detection
The RET break-apart fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) assay was conducted with the Vysis LSI RET (Tel)
SpectrumRed and Vysis LSI RET (Cen) SpectrumGreen
probes from Abbott Molecular (Chicago, IL) as previously
described with minor modifications.27 At least 50 tumor
cells were scored, and 30 and 50 signals physically separated
by �1 signal diameter were considered split. Specimens
were considered positive for RET rearrangement if �15% of
the cells had split signals, single 30 signals (red), or single 50

signals (green).
Validation Specimens

Validation specimens used in this study included 18 HEK
transfected cell lines, 13 fusion-positive cell lines, one
fusion-negative cell line, 19 lymphoblastoid cell lines, 15
fusion-positive xenograft FFPE specimens purchased from
Crown Bioscience Inc. (Santa Clara, CA), 10 FFPE tumor
samples generously donated by Dr. Dara Aisner (University
of Colorado, Denver), one fusion-positive and 17 fusion-
negative lung FFPEs from The Ohio State University Tissue
Archive Services (collected under institutional review
boardeapproved study OSU-15030, Novel Molecular Di-
agnostics for Cancer: Clinical Validation and Discovery,
Ohio State University, Columbus, OH), and 16 fresh-frozen
or FFPE samples (collected under institutional review
boardeapproved study OSU-13053, Precision Cancer
Medicine for Advance Cancer Through High-Throughput
Sequencing, Ohio State University, Columbus OH). The
percentage of tumor content for all FFPE and fresh-frozen
tissues was estimated by a board-certified pathologist.
Fusion Detection, Gene Expression Analysis, and
Single-Nucleotide Variant Calling

FASTQ files generated by the Illumina MiSeq were
analyzed by our custom RNAseq pipeline that contained
three major components: fusion calling, gene expression,
and variant calling. Fusions were called using two callers:
ChimeraScan version 0.4.5 and TopHat-Fusion (tophat-
2.0.10.Linux_x86_64).28,29 Bowtie was used for alignment
in both fusion callers (ChimeraScan version 0.12.7 and
TopHat-Fusion version 1.1.1), and resulting BAM files were
used to identify translocation events. To rescue expected
fusions that were filtered out by TopHat-Fusion, the
TopHat-Fusion postscript was manually changed. The
following modifications were made: candidate fusions were
required to have at least 10 bases covered on either side of
the break point (default required at least 16 bases covered on
either side), a read filter was turned off that filtered out
fusions with high expression of wild-type transcripts, and a
filter was removed that used the uniformity of read distri-
bution around a break point (because only one gene in a
fusion is typically targeted, read distributions are not ex-
pected to be similar on both sides of the break point).
The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmd.amjpathol.org
Clinically relevant and known fusions were curated using
literature review and the Archer Quiver Fusion Database
(ArcherDX, Boulder, CO; http://archerdx.com/software/
quiver), which collates gene fusions from six publicly
available data sources [Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in
Cancer (COSMIC), ChimerDB, TICdb, Mitleman,
Chromosomal Rearrangements in Diseases (dbCRiD), and
Chimeric Transcripts and RNA-Seq (ChiTars)]. Additional
fusions detected by OSU-SpARKFuse that underwent sub-
sequent validation were also added to our internal database.
All fusions included in this database can be found in
Supplemental Table S3. Oncofuse version 1.0.9b2 was used
to annotate fusions, including domain information.30 Mean
coverage, exonic coverage, and rRNA percentage were
calculated from the BAM generated by TopHat, using
custom Python scripts (Github; https://github.com/OSU-
SRLab/SpARKFuseValidation).

To calculate gene expression, TopHat2 version 2.0.10
(with parameters -p 6, –library-type fr-firststrand) was used
for aligning the FASTQ files to a modified human refer-
ence genome UCSC build hg19 assembly which included
the ERCC genes.31 A UCSC gene annotation file in GTF
format was also supplied during the alignment. Gene
expression for known genes was calculated as FPKM
(fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped
reads) using CuffLinks version 2.1.1 from the Tuxedo
suite, whereas the gene annotation file from UCSC was
provided to keep the gene format consistent throughout the
pipeline.32 The aligned BAM file from TopHat2 was
assessed by RNASeqQC version v1.1.7 to generate align-
ment metrics.33 Picard Tools version 1.84 (Broad Institute,
Cambridge, MA; https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard)
CollectInsertSizeMetrics and a custom python script were
used to calculate library insert sizes from the down-
sampled SAM files.

To call single-nucleotide variants, FASTQ files were
initially aligned using STAR version 2.4.0.34 The Picard
Tools utility AddOrReplaceReadGroups was used to modify
read group information, which included adding the library
information, sequencing platform, and sample name. Mark-
Duplicates was used to mark the read duplicates in the BAM
file without removing them. Indel realignment was per-
formed using utilities of the Genome Analysis Toolkit
(GATK) package version 3.3-0 (Broad Institute) in the
following order: SplitNCigarReads, RealignerTargetCreator,
and IndelRealigner.35 Mate information was fixed using
Picard’s FixMateInformation.jar function. Base quality score
recalibration was performed at this step using Base-
Recalibrator from GATK. HaplotypeCaller (with parameters
-dontUseSoftClippedBases -stand_call_conf 20 -stand_
emit_conf 20) was used to call variants and indels from the
raw data.35 For filtering the variants, VariantFiltration option
(with parameters -window 35 -cluster 3 -filterName FS -filter
FS >30.0 -filterName QD -filter QD <2.0) from GATK was
used. The filtered variants and indels were annotated for
gene information using custom scripts. All variant calling
685
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steps were performed on targeted regions only. All custom
python scripts are hosted on Github.
Study Approval

All studies that involved humans were approved by The
Ohio State University Institutional Review Board. For study
OSU-13053 (2013C0152), informed consent was obtained
after the nature and possible consequences of the study were
explained. No consent was required for study OSU-15030
(2015C0021).
Results

Clinical Targeted RNAseq Assay for Gene Fusion
Detection in Solid Tumors

We validated a targeted RNAseq assay termed OSU-
SpARKFuse (Ohio State University-Spanning Actionable
RNA Kinase Fusions) for clinical use on both FFPE and
fresh-frozen tissue to detect gene fusion events in solid
tumors (Figure 1 and Supplemental Figure S1). After tumor
content estimation by a pathologist, specimens underwent
RNA extraction followed by quality control assessment,
including RNA concentration, RNA integrity number
equivalent (RINe) and DV200.

36 Because of the highly
degraded nature of FFPE RNA, an rRNA depletion strategy
to enrich mRNA species from 250 ng of total RNA input
was used. Before this depletion, control RNA fragments
from the ERCC were spiked in to serve as positive controls
for library preparation and analysis.37 RNAs were subjected
to cDNA synthesis, library preparation, and multiplexed
hybridization capture using custom probes that targeted
Figure 1 OSU-SpARKFuse workflow. After tumor content estimation, RNA is ex
library construction, including rRNA depletion, cDNA synthesis, and ligation of uni
custom probes and sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq. FASTQ files are processed
accurately call gene fusions. High-confidence fusion calls are reported. DV200, pe
Consortium; QC, quality control; RINe, RNA integrity number equivalent.
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93 kinase/TF genes, nine control housekeeping genes, four
control genomic DNA regions, and 10 control ERCC tran-
scripts (Supplemental Table S1). Final captured libraries
were sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform with 2 �
100-bp read length. Sequencing data were analyzed using a
custom pipeline integrating quality control assessment with
two fusion callers (TopHat-Fusion and ChimeraScan) to
maximize assay sensitivity (Supplemental Figure S2).28,29

Fusions called by one or both fusion callers were sorted
based on clinical significance and level of support (number
of fusion spanning reads). Because of the high false-positive
rates, a custom clinical filter was implemented whereby
previously published or verified fusions were flagged
(Fusion Detection, Gene Expression Analysis, and Single-
Nucleotide Variant Calling),25,26 and only these were
considered as true-positive results, pending sufficient sup-
porting evidence (Supplemental Table S3). For prospective
application, identification of novel fusion partners or break
points requires further investigation before clinical reporting,
which includes manual inspection of fusion-spanning reads
and/or confirmation via RT-PCR and Sanger sequencing.
Target Enrichment and OSU-SpARKFuse Performance

Enrichment of targeted transcripts was evaluated by
comparing normalized gene expression from OSU-
SpARKFuse and total RNAseq data on four cancer cell
lines with well-characterized rearrangements: H2228 (EML4-
ALK), TC-71 (EWSR1-FLI1), HCC-78 (SLC34A2-ROS1),
and KG1a (FGFR1OP2-FGFR1).38e41 A mean FPKM value
was calculated for all targeted genes, which revealed
enrichment of kinase and housekeeping genes in OSU-
SpARKFuse compared with traditional transcriptome
tracted from routine clinical specimens. A total of 250 ng of RNA is used for
que indexed adapters. cDNA libraries are hybridized and captured with 3522
with a customized in-house pipeline to generate alignment metrics and

rcentage of RNA fragments >200 nucleotides; ERCC, External RNA Controls
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sequencing (Figure 2A and Supplemental Figure S3, AeC).
Using total RNAseq,<0.3% of reads mapped to our targeted
regions, whereas >80% of reads mapped to targeted regions
using OSU-SpARKFuse (Supplemental Figure S3D).
Figure 2 Target enrichment and performance of OSU-SpARKFuse on 110 valida
kilobase of transcript per millionmapped reads (FPKM)] in total RNA sequencing (RNA
reads aligning to the HG19 transcriptome (mapped), OSU-SpARKFuse target region
Controls Consortium (ERCC) transcripts, and housekeeping (HK) genes in cell lines (
and fresh-frozen tissues (16 samples). C: Distribution of mean per-base coverage for
lines, FFPE tissues, and fresh-frozen tissues. Outliers are plotted as individual dots.
listed in Supplemental Table S1. n Z 51 cell line samples (C); n Z 43 FFPE tissue

The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmd.amjpathol.org
Performance of OSU-SpARKFuse was examined on 74
positive and 36 negative control specimens used for assay
validation, including 51 cell line samples, 43 FFPE tissues,
and 16 fresh-frozen tissues (Supplemental Table S4). To
tion samples. A: Comparison of gene expression [measured as fragments per
seq) data versus OSU-SpARKFuse data in the H2228 cell line.B: Percentage of
s (on-target), targeted kinase/transcription factor (TF) genes, External RNA
51 samples), formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues (43 samples),
93 kinase/TF genes, nine housekeeping genes, and 10 ERCC transcripts in cell
Kinase/TF genes, housekeeping genes, and ERCC vtranscripts on the y axis are
samples (C); n Z 16 fresh-frozen tissue samples (C).

687
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pass our quality control thresholds, these samples were
required to have a minimum of 2 � 106 kinase/TF reads that
constituted at least 50% of total sequencing reads. Samples
with <2 � 106 kinase/TF reads did not pass and were not
considered for validation purposes. Similarly, samples that
contained >2 � 106 kinase/TF reads that constituted <50%
of total reads did not pass and again were not considered for
validation purposes. RNA derived from this cohort varied
significantly in terms of quality, with RINe and DV200

values ranging from 0 to 10 and 10% to 99%, respectively
(Supplemental Figure S4). As expected, most RNA derived
from FFPE tissues had lower RINe and DV200 values
compared with cell line and fresh-frozen tissue RNA.

Of a mean 10.5 million reads per sample, only 2.7% of
these reads mapped to rRNA regions [2.32%, 3.65%, and
1.53% in cell line (nZ 51), FFPE (nZ 43), and fresh-frozen
(nZ 16) tissues, respectively], indicating efficient removal of
ribosomal transcripts (Supplemental Figure S5). Capture ef-
ficiencywas assessed for each sample type by determining the
proportion of sequencing reads mapping to our targeted re-
gions of interest, including kinase/TF genes, ERCCs, and
housekeeping genes (Figure 2B). Kinase/TF reads constituted
a mean of 84.56%, 74.72%, and 79.57% of total reads in cell
line, FFPE, and fresh frozen samples, respectively. Interest-
ingly, targeted ERCC transcripts comprised nearly 7%of total
reads in FFPE samples, which was quintuple or double the
amount present in cell line and fresh-frozen samples. This
bias in ERCC reads is likely attributable to the low quality of
RNA present in FFPE samples. The mean percentage of reads
supporting housekeeping genes was 1.15% and as expected
was more consistent among the three sample types (1.35%,
0.98%, and 0.92% in cell line, FFPE, and fresh-frozen sam-
ples, respectively).

To examine sequencing depth, the mean per base
coverage of each targeted gene in cell line, FFPE, and fresh
frozen samples (Figure 2C) were each calculated. The mean
per base coverage for all targeted bases in the three sample
types was 4849�, 3078�, and 3808�, respectively.
Although considerable variation in gene expression across
our validation samples was expected, per-base coverage of
targeted genes in this cohort was investigated to determine
whether any genomic regions consistently failed to be
captured and/or sequenced across all samples. Of the
256,148 kinase/TF bases targeted by OSU-SpARKFuse, all
had at least 10� coverage within the 110 validation sam-
ples, indicating efficacy of the assay in capturing the desired
targets. Similar analysis was performed for ERCC tran-
scripts and housekeeping genes, which had only 0.74% of
ERCC transcript bases and zero housekeeping transcript
bases with <10� coverage, again indicating efficient cap-
ture of these targeted transcripts.

Sensitivity and Specificity of OSU-SpARKFuse

To determine the accuracy of OSU-SpARKFuse, we
examined fusion calls from both TopHat-Fusion and
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ChimeraScan in our 110-sample validation cohort. Fusions
called by either tool were considered in the analysis.
Importantly, we used our clinical filter, and only fusions that
passed this filter were considered when determining the
sensitivity and specificity of the assay. For all fusion calls,
the number of fusion-spanning reads was normalized per 1
� 106 reads that mapped to targeted kinase/TF genes
[normalized fusion-spanning reads (NFSRs)]. A total of 75
true-positive fusion events that involved 18 unique gene
targets were assessed from 74 unique positive control
samples, consisting of 31 cell lines, 27 FFPE samples, and
16 fresh-frozen samples (Supplemental Table S4). Samples
with rearrangements that involved diverse genes were
selected to examine performance of the assay over a range
of genomic loci and fusions with variable expression. The
cell line cohort included 13 cancer cell lines with previously
published and validated gene fusions (Fusion Detection,
Gene Expression Analysis, and Single-Nucleotide Variant
Calling),25,26 as well as 18 fusion constructs transfected
into HEK293FT cells. Gene rearrangements in FFPE and
fresh frozen samples were previously determined using
standard methods, including FISH, DNA intron sequencing
(NGS), and Sanger sequencing. Because we only expected
to detect 75 true-positive fusion events in our positive
control samples, additional unanticipated fusions found in
these samples were considered false-positive results, and
this information was used to establish an NFSR cutoff for
high-confidence fusion calls. Of these 74 samples, 25 had
NFSR values >0 for a false-positive fusion; however, this
number did not exceed 8 NFSRs (Supplemental Figure S6).
Using this as our threshold for high-confidence fusion calls,
70 of our 75 true-positive fusion events were correctly
identified, revealing an overall sensitivity of 93.3% (95%
CI, 84.47%e95.52%). Of the false-negative event, four had
zero fusion-spanning reads, and one fell below our NFSR
threshold with a value of 6.12 (Supplemental Figure S6). All
samples that failed to call the correct expected fusion were
derived from poor-quality FFPE tissues, indicating a lower
sensitivity of OSU-SpARKFuse on this particular
sample type (81.5%). The utility of combining two
fusion callers was made apparent because only 61 and 58
fusions were correctly identified using TopHat-Fusion
(95% CI, 70.33%e89.06%) and ChimeraScan (95% CI,
65.94%e85.88%) alone, respectively.
To examine specificity, OSU-SpARKFuse was applied to

an independent negative control cohort composed of 19
well-characterized cell lines from the 1000 Genomes Project
(HapMap cell lines) not expected to contain gene fusions
and an additional 16 FFPE lung cancer samples negative
for ALK, RET, and ROS1 fusions based on FISH from
the pathology archives at The Ohio State University
(Supplemental Table S4).42 In addition, the acute myelog-
enous leukemia cell line HL60 was used, which was pre-
viously reported to contain a fusion that involved NSMCE2
and BF104016, neither of which are targeted by OSU-
SpARKFuse.43 Of these 36 samples, seven had NFSR
jmd.amjpathol.org - The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics
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values >0 for a false-positive fusion; however, the highest
NFSR observed in these samples was 1.42, and therefore no
high confidence fusions were called in these 36 samples,
establishing a specificity of 100% (95% CI, 87.99%e100%)
(Supplemental Figure S6).
RNA Input, Quality Assessment, and Fusion Detection
Limits

Although 250 ng of RNA was attainable from our 110
validation samples, OSU-SpARKFuse was capable of
detecting known fusions when the input limit was chal-
lenged with 50 and 100 ng of RNA from the H2228 cell
line, indicating that a lower sample input may be used with
this assay (Supplemental Figure S7). To determine limita-
tions for fusion detection in highly degraded samples, we
artificially degraded RNA from this same cell line. After
heat treatment at 90�C for 1 to 5 hours, a decrease was
observed in both the RINe and DV200 values at increasing
time points (RINe, 10e1; DV200, 85%e65%) (Figure 3A
and Supplemental Figure S8A). Although a relatively steady
decrease in the number of NFSRs for EML4-ALK and ALK-
PTPN3 was observed as the heating time was increased,
The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmd.amjpathol.org
both fusions remained detectable above our 8-NFSR
threshold (Figure 3Aand Supplemental Figure S8, AeC).

To examine the lower detection limit of OSU-SpARKFuse,
serial dilutions of RNA were generated to simulate various
tumor purity levels. Eight cell lines with nine mutually
exclusive gene fusions (ALK-PTPN3, BCR-ABL1, CCDC6-
RET, EML4-ALK, EWSR1-FLI1, FGFR1OP2-FGFR1,
FGFR3-TACC3, FIP1L1-PDGFRA, and SLC34A2-ROS1)
were sequentially mixed to generate four samples with fu-
sions present at 50% (mix A, B, C, and D), two samples with
fusions present at 25% (mixAB andmix CD), and one sample
with fusions present at 12.5% (mix ABCD) (Supplemental
Table S5). To generate a final dilution with fusions present
at 6.25%, equal volumes of RNA from mix ABCD and the
fusion-negative cell line GM12878 were combined. The
NFSR values were again calculated for each fusion at all di-
lutions using both TopHat-Fusion (Figure 3B) and Chimer-
aScan (Supplemental Figure S8D). In contrast to DNAseq in
which detection limits rely strictly on the prevalence of cancer
cells present in the tumor sample, additional variation must be
considered when dealing with RNAseq data, including
expression of fusion genes, which can be highly variable.
TopHat-Fusion derived NFSR values that supported the nine
fusions present in the cell lines used for mixes ranged from 24
Figure 3 Fusion detection in degraded and
diluted fusion-positive samples. A: RNA from
H2228 was incubated at 90�C for 0 to 5 hours, and
RNA integrity number equivalent (RINe) was
determined (purple bars). Normalized fusion-
spanning reads derived from TopHat-Fusion are
plotted at each time point for EML4-ALK and ALK-
PTPN3 fusions. RNA from eight fusion-positive cell
lines (B), four fusion-positive FFPE tissues (C), and
four fusion-positive fresh frozen tissues (D) was
serially diluted to simulate the indicated tumor
purities. Dashed lines indicate threshold for high-
confidence fusion calls.
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to 537 in undiluted samples, indicating a wide range of
expression levels. At 50% simulated tumor purity, all fusion
events were detected above our NFSR cutoff of 8 (Figure 3B).
However, on further dilution of these fusions to 25%, 12.5%,
and 6.25%, NFSRs for ALK-PTPN3, EML4-ALK and
FGFR3-TACC3 fell below this threshold.

To ascertain whether the detection limit of OSU-
SpARKFuse was similar in clinical samples, we generated
serial dilutions of RNA from four positive control FFPE
(STAM-JAK2, EML4-ALK, SDC4-ROS1, and OLFM4-RET)
and fresh-frozen samples (C9ORF3-SYK, HNRNPA2B1-
ETV1, FGFR2-INA, and FGFR2-CCDC6) (Supplemental
Tables S6 and S7). Again, significant variability was
observed in the undiluted expression of these fusions, with
TopHat-Fusionederived NFSR values ranging from 21 to
840 in FFPE samples and 248 to 571 in fresh-frozen sam-
ples (Figure 3, C and D, and Supplemental Figure S8, E
and F). In contrast to cell lines, clinical samples are inherently
diluted by surrounding normal cells; therefore, tumor purity
values are unique to each sample. The FFPE tissues used for
serial dilutions had initial tumor purities in the range of 30%
to 50% and on subsequent dilution were simulated to the
range of 3.75% to 6.25% tumor cells (Figure 3C). Both the
STAM-JAK2 and SDC4-ROS1 fusions were detectable above
our high-confidence NFSR cutoff at these lowest dilutions.
Similarly, serially diluted fresh-frozen tissues had initial
tumor purities in the range of 40% to 70%, and all fusion
events were detected above our NFSR cutoff of 8 in final
dilution samples, with simulated tumor purities ranging from
5% to 8.75% (Figure 3D).

Repeatability and Reproducibility of OSU-SpARKFuse

The repeatability of OSU-SpARKFuse was examined using
our 12.5% dilution (mix ABCD) that contained nine gene
Figure 4 Intrarun repeatability and interrun reproducibility of OSU-SpARKFuse
in the same run by the same technician for a total of three replicates. Normaliz
isolated from 25% and 12.5% cell line mixes was prepared by four different technic
spanning reads derived from TopHat-Fusion are plotted. Dashed lines indicate th
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fusions to maximize data points for comparison. Three
technical replicates were prepared and sequenced in parallel
by the same technician, and NFSR values were calculated
using both TopHat-Fusion (Figure 4A) and ChimeraScan
(Supplemental Figure S9A). Six of the nine known fusions
were uniformly called across the replicates. Although
NFSRs for FGFR3-TACC3, ALK-PTPN3, and EML4-ALK
did not meet our established threshold of 8 at the 12.5%
dilution, this observation was consistent for these particular
fusions. To examine overall concordance, we determined
whether the reads for a particular fusion were above or
below our high-confidence threshold of 8 NFSR. Using
these criteria, we determined the overall concordance among
the three technical replicates to be 96.3% (26/27 concordant
calls). Reproducibility of OSU-SpARKFuse was tested
using our 25% and 12.5% cell line dilutions again using
TopHat-Fusion (Figure 4B) and ChimeraScan
(Supplemental Figure S9B). Four independent technicians
prepared and sequenced libraries from the same starting
RNA on two different MiSeq instruments. Similar to our
observations from the reproducibility experiment, an overall
concordance of 94.4% was achieved (68/72 concordant
calls).

Detection of Novel RET and FGFR2 Fusion Partners

Because of the unbiased design of OSU-SpARKFuse, the
potential for discovery of novel gene fusions and partners is
limited only by our target genes of interest. This assay was
used to assess gene fusion status in 95 tissue samples from
patients with advanced cancer at The Ohio State University
as part of a clinical tumor sequencing study (OSU-13053).
Fusions that involved RET are present in 1% to 2% of
nonesmall cell lung carcinomas and recently were identi-
fied in colorectal cancer at a frequency of 0.2%.44,45 Using
. A: RNA isolated from 12.5% cell line dilutions was prepared and sequenced
ed fusion-spanning reads derived from TopHat-Fusion are plotted. B: RNA
ians and sequenced on two different MiSeq instruments. Normalized fusion-
reshold for high confidence fusion calls.
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OSU-SpARKFuse, we discovered OLFM4 to be a novel
fusion partner of RET in a 61-year-old patient with meta-
static small-bowel cancer (Figure 5A). Both TopHat-Fusion
and ChimeraScan detected this rearrangement with 840 and
1048 NFSRs, respectively. In this chimeric transcript, exons
1 to 4 of OLFM4 are fused to exons 10 to 20 of RET to
generate an in-frame gene that contained the coiled coil
domain of OLFM4 and the entire kinase domain of RET
(Figure 5A). Analysis of exon-level coverage of RET clearly
distinguished exons not involved in the fusion transcript
(1 to 9) from exons that were included (10 to 20) because
read depth increased nearly 36-fold in these latter exons
(Figure 5A). This previously undescribed fusion was
confirmed by RT-PCR and subsequent Sanger sequencing
using custom primers that spanned the break point and FISH
using break-apart probes for RET (Figure 5A, Table 1, and
Supplemental Figure S10).

OSU-SpARKFuse also identified a novel gene fusion in a
61-year-old patient with metastatic prostate cancer that
involved KLK2 and FGFR2. Interestingly, two separate
break points for this fusion were observed, one including
exon 1 of KLK2 and the other including both exons 1 and 2
of KLK2 (Figure 5B and Supplemental Figure S11). The
dominant fusion involved exon 1 and had 2200 NFSRs (by
ChimeraScan). Similar to observations made with respect to
exon bias in RET, an approximate 27-fold increase in read
depth for FGFR2 exons involved in the fusion transcript
was seen (exons 1 to 3 versus 4 to 17) (Figure 5B). KLK2
expression is unique to prostate tissue and correlates with
increased cellular proliferation and decreased apoptosis in
The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmd.amjpathol.org
castrate-resistant prostate cancer specimens.46 Several re-
ports have identified gene fusions that involve KLK2 and the
transcription factors ETV1 and ETV4 in prostate cancer
samples.47,48 Expression of KLK2 is regulated by androgen
receptor, which likely drives expression of FGFR2 and
explains the activation mechanism of this fusion gene.49

Custom primers that target both the exon 1 and exon 2
break points were designed, and both fusions were
confirmed by RT-PCR and Sanger sequencing (Figure 5B,
Table 1, and Supplemental Figure S11). Discovery of this
chimeric transcript provided eligibility for this patient to
receive a novel FGFR inhibitor as part of a basket clinical
trial at The Ohio State University.

Gene Expression Analysis, SNP Calling, and Alternative
Splicing Events

Although OSU-SpARKFuse was designed for detection of
clinically relevant gene fusions, additional capabilities were
built into our custom pipeline to enable discovery research.
One obvious application of RNAseq data is gene expression
analysis. To address this, a mean gene expression value
(FPKM) was included for all targeted kinase/TF genes. In
addition, variant calling was enabled using the GATK. To
gauge the accuracy of identifying SNPs from RNAseq data,
we used the HapMap cell line GM12878 that was exten-
sively characterized by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) and has publically available data
for high-confidence SNP calls based on various DNAseq
methods.50 Raw SNP calls derived from OSU-SpARKFuse
Figure 5 Detection of novel clinically action-
able fusions. A: A novel fusion that involves exons
1 to 4 of OLFM4 and exons 10 to 19 of RET was
detected in a formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded
sample from a 61-year-old man with small-bowel
cancer. B: A novel fusion that involves exon 1 of
KLK2 and 4 to 17 of FGFR2 was detected in a fresh
frozen biopsy sample from a 61-year-old man with
prostate cancer. Top: Representative hematoxylin
and eosin images from a Whipple resection (A) and
a liver biopsy (B). Middle: Schematic of fusion
gene with indicated exonic break points. Bar graph
represents average exon level read depth for
indicated RET exons (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/refseq; accession number NM_020630) (A)
and FGFR2 exons (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
refseq; accession number NM_001144913.1) (B).
Bottom: chromatogram trace of OLFM4-RET (A)
and KLK2-FGFR2 (B) fusion transcripts. Dashed
lines indicate break point.
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Table 1 Primer Sequences Used for Sanger Sequencing

Gene Sequence

Expected
Amplicon
Size, bp

OLFM4_exon4_F 50-TGGCTCTGAAGACCAAGCTG-30 201
RET_exon10_R 50-CCTCCTCAGGGAAGCAGTTG-30

KLK2_exon1_F 50-CATGTGGGACCTGGTTCTCT-30 194
FGFR2_exon4_R 50-CCTGCTTAAACTCCTTCCCG-30

KLK2_exon2_F 50-ATCCAGTCTCGGATTGTGGG-30 293
FGFR2_exon4_R 50-CCTGCTTAAACTCCTTCCCG-30

Indicated primer pairs were used to generate amplicons for Sanger
sequencing of novel fusions identified using OSU-SpARKFuse.
F, forward direction; R, reverse direction.

Reeser et al
and NIST were filtered through a common target regions
file, and concordance was determined (Figure 6A). A total
of 96 SNP positions were identified; however, 16 occurred
in locations that were not expressed at the RNA level and
were therefore excluded from the analysis. Of the remaining
80 SNPs, 58 (72.5%) were detected by both NIST and OSU-
SpARKFuse. An additional 16 SNPs were only identified
by NIST, whereas six SNPs were called exclusively by
OSU-SpARKFuse. A closer examination of the 16 SNPs
missed by OSU-SpARKFuse revealed 11 of these positions
to have <10� sequencing coverage, which likely contrib-
utes to why these calls were missed. The six additional
SNPs only called by OSU-SpARKFuse were regarded as
false-positive results, with maximum coverage of 18 and
minimum coverage of two at these positions. Variant calling
was applied on a sample from a 66-year-old man with
chronic lymphocytic leukemia that progressed to Richter
transformation after treatment with the Bruton tyrosine ki-
nase inhibitor ibrutinib for 16 months. OSU-SpARKFuse
identified a C481S mutation in Bruton tyrosine kinase at
the binding site of ibrutinib that promotes drug resistance
(Figure 6B).51 Although it can provide important informa-
tion, one obvious limitation of variant calling exclusively
from RNAseq data is that variants from nonexpressed or
Figure 6 Potential clinical applications of OSU-SpARKFuse. A: Venn diagram
confidence variant calls from National Institute of Standards and Technology (N
C to G bp substitution, resulting in a C481S mutation in a patient with chronic lym
read depth for indicated MET exons (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq; acces
represents untranslated region not covered by OSU-SpARKFuse probes.
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low-expressed genes will be missed; therefore, we would
not be confident relying solely on OSU-SpARKFuse for
variant calling.
In addition to gene level expression, our custom pipeline

also calculates sequencing depth on a per-exon level for all
transcripts of our targeted kinase/TF genes. This level of
resolution can be used to identify exon imbalance events
that support the presence of gene fusions as described pre-
viously (Figure 5) but may also indicate alternative splicing.
Recently, comprehensive DNAseq of splice site alterations
at MET exon 14 revealed 126 distinct variants that could
potentially lead to exon skipping and subsequent MET
activation.52 However, not all these variants will result in
the same level of exon 14 skipping; therefore, having a
semiquantitative detection method is advantageous. Using
OSU-SpARKFuse, we were able to identify a MET exon 14
skip event in a sample from a 79-year-old man with meta-
static lung adenocarcinoma (Figure 6C). In this case, we
observed a nearly 10-fold decrease in the mean read depth
of exon 14 compared with the 50 and 30 adjacent exons.

Discussion

Although RNAseq has been routinely applied as a research
tool for the discovery of gene fusions in cancer, an unbiased
clinical grade RNAseq assay capable of detecting both
known and novel gene fusions in solid tumors has not been
developed for patient care.10e12,14,53,54 We describe the
extensive analytical validation of a targeted RNAseq assay
termed OSU-SpARKFuse and establish both the accuracy
(sensitivity, specificity) and precision (reproducibility,
repeatability) of this assay for detecting clinically actionable
gene fusions that involve kinases and canonical TFs. In
addition to fulfilling an unmet clinical need, OSU-
SpARKFuse also enables discovery research and opens
doors for future clinical applications that involve the cancer
transcriptome, including exon skipping, resistance muta-
tions, and alternative splicing (Figure 6).51,52,55 Using a
representing concordance of variant calls from OSU-SpARKFuse and high-
IST) for the GM12878 cell line. B: Genome Browser screen shot depicting
phocytic leukemia resistant to treatment with ibrutinib. C: Mean exon-level
sion number NM_001127500). Red text indicates skipped exon. Asterisk
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cohort of 110 positive and negative control validation
specimens, we found the successful performance of OSU-
SpARKFuse on diverse sample types, including cell lines,
FFPE tissues, and fresh-frozen tissues that varied widely in
RNA quality (RINe and DV200). Samples were required to
have a minimum of 2 � 106 kinase/TF reads that constituted
50% of total sequencing reads to be considered for gene
fusion calling. In addition to being highly sensitive for
fusion detection (93.3%), a critical advantage of OSU-
SpARKFuse over other methods is that prior knowledge
of intronic/exonic break points or fusion partners is not
required, as evidenced by discovery of novel fusions that
involve RET and FGFR2 oncogenes (Figure 5). OSU-
SpARKFuse is also suitable for real-time patient testing
with a turnaround of approximately 5 days, including RNA
extraction, library construction, hybridization and capture,
sequencing, and analysis.

OSU-SpARKFuse has immediate clinical implications for
the care of patients with cancer by detecting therapeutically
actionable gene fusions. With the recent discovery of acti-
vating gene fusions that involve kinases, such as ALK,
FGFRs, RET, ROS1, and NTRKs, multiple opportunities for
treatment with kinase inhibitors have emerged in clinical
trials. A recent review summarized 35 different trials that
involved gene fusions in epithelial cancers.3 In early-phase
studies for ALK fusion-positive lung cancer, patients were
screened using FISH.20 However, FISH is costly to develop
for custom detection of multiple gene fusions and can
exhaust small tumor samples acquired through needle bi-
opsies from patients. Thus, development of assays that can
cost effectively detect fusions across multiple genes from
small tumor samples is essential. OSU-SpARKFuse fulfills
this need and facilitates identification of patients with gene
fusions who can then be eligible for novel targeted thera-
pies, such as FGFR inhibitors (Figure 6) or NTRK
inhibitors.56

Depending on the desired application, other sequencing
approaches may be used for gene fusion detection, although
each has distinct advantages and disadvantages. Several
groups have published on multiplex amplicon approaches
that specifically target fusions across known break
points.15,57,58 The main advantages of such amplicon ap-
proaches include lower-input requirements, potentially
increased sensitivity attributable to extensive amplification,
shorter technical time for the assay, and reduced complexity
for data analysis. However, amplicon approaches are
severely limited in terms of discovery because they can only
amplify known fusion break points with known partners.
Without prior knowledge of these potential partners,
amplicon-based technologies are unable to detect rear-
rangements that involve novel partners that may have clin-
ical relevance. Another less biased strategy is anchored
multiplex PCR, which requires knowledge of only one end
of a target region for enrichment, can be used with a lower
input, and has a quick turnaround time.16 However, infor-
mation regarding specific exons involved in fusions and
The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmd.amjpathol.org
directionality are required for assay design, which limits the
ability of this method to detect fusions that involve novel
break points. In addition, upper limits exist with respect to
the amount of content that can be targeted. Methods that use
DNAseq have also been applied for fusion detection and
have the advantage of identifying the genomic break point,
which is particularly useful for the discovery of novel gene
fusions. However, because of the cumulative size of exons,
DNAseq approaches are considerably more expensive. For
example, to detect equivalent fusions that involve 93 tran-
scripts captured by OSU-SpARKFuse, a DNA intron cap-
ture design would exceed 10,000,000 bp (40-fold larger
than the approximately 250,000 bp in SpARKFuse). Thus,
an RNAseq-based design is smaller, suitable for desktop
sequencers, and 40 times less expensive. Furthermore, DNA
strategies lack the expanded potential of RNAseq for
detection of exon skipping and alternative splicing.

The chief advantage of targeted RNAseq compared with
other RNA-based approaches is the unbiased detection of
any fusion partner in any direction. In addition, this method
opens the door for further applications of the cancer tran-
scriptome, including identification of resistance mutations,
exon skipping, and splice variants. Despite these advantages
of targeted RNAseq, there are limitations to its application.
First, RNA quality will likely be a challenge for older
archival specimens compared with DNA. Most FFPE
specimens we and others have evaluated for assay devel-
opment are <5 years old. Thus, retrospective projects on
older specimens may not be ideal compared with DNA
approaches. Second, detection limits for targeted RNAseq
may not be as sensitive as amplicon-based approaches for
lower-expressing fusions; therefore, application of this assay
is restricted to specimens that contain a minimum of 25%
tumor content. Data from our limit of detection experiments,
as well as routine use of OSU-SpARKFuse have led us to
identify EML4-ALK as one such low-expressing fusion
transcript; therefore, detection of this fusion event below our
current NFSR threshold of 8 may warrant further investi-
gation. Despite this limitation, OSU-SpARKFuse was able
to correctly detect fusions in many samples with tumor
fractions as low as 4% to 9% (Figure 3, BeD). Third, tar-
geted RNAseq requires a priori selection of transcripts for
investigation and thus may miss opportunities to identify
novel transcripts that can be detected with whole tran-
scriptome sequencing. However, whole transcriptome ap-
proaches are more expensive and are currently difficult to
scale practically for real-time patient care. Finally, analysis
of RNAseq data for a clinical genetics laboratory requires
dedicated personnel for bioinformatics analysis and quality
review. On the other hand, targeted RNAseq can identify
multiple classes of alterations, which may reduce the num-
ber of validated assays required for comprehensive genomic
analysis of patient samples. This cost savings may help
compensate for additional bioinformatics personnel.

Looking ahead to the era of precision medicine for cancer
care, diagnostics based on DNAseq and RNAseq are likely
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to be complementary rather than mutually exclusive tools.
Genomic alterations can be corroborated at the tran-
scriptome level with respect to expression or loss of
expression for given variants. Although variant calling
exclusively from RNAseq data is not recommended, ranking
variants detected by DNAseq according to expression level
may be one way in which these two technologies could
complement one another. Along these same lines, correla-
tion of transcriptome signatures with genomic alterations
may enable more accurate prediction of response to certain
targeted therapies before treatment. In addition, clinical
grade targeted RNAseq has tremendous potential for
application using liquid biopsy approaches, which could
include testing of tumor exosome RNA derived from
peripheral blood samples.59 Liquid biopsy approaches
enable simultaneous real-time sequencing of tumor RNAs
while patients are receiving novel therapies. Such integra-
tive tissue and liquid biopsy strategies may lead to the
identification of RNA biomarkers that predict whether a
patient is responding or developing resistance to a therapy.
Lastly, targeted RNAseq can be scaled and optimized for
additional transcripts of interest and can be used for broader
applications in patients with solid tumors.
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